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Towards Automated 
Logging for Forensic-Ready 

Software Systems
Motivation

Engineering Forensic-Ready Software Systems
“Forensic-Ready Systems” can log a minimum amount 

of relevant data to detect and investigate security 
incidents [3].

qThe OWASP identified insufficient 
logging as one critical vulnerability 
for web applications.

qSecurity incidents could be 
undetected for long periods of 
time.

qInsufficient logging might be due to:
v Insufficient security expertise of 

software developers [1].

v Difficulties of the software developers 
to identify where and what to log [2].
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Undetected 
for 4 years

qLogging in Software Systems [4]
Logging mechanisms should:

v Capture the context information about the incident.

v Be “human-readable”.

v Represent the user behaviour.

v Enforce integrity.

v Be black-box tested.

qLimitations:
✖ These principles were obtained considering the health care domain.

✖ No technical suggestion is provided about how logging should be 
implemented in a software system.

Related Work

qEngineering forensic-ready software systems:
v Alrajeh et al. [5] defined a framework for evidence preservation 

requirements for forensic-ready systems.

v Pasquale et al. [6] determined the requirements that forensic-ready 
software systems have and the challenges to engineer such systems.

qLimitations:

✖ This work does not focused on how to save evidence in advance to 
detect incidents using generated logs.

Assess:
q Relevance: The logs generated by the software system cover the 

events that occur during an incident.

q Minimality: The logs generated by the software system do not 
record events that are not part of potential security incidents.

q Performance: Evaluate the overhead of security logging.

Evaluation

Develop our automated approach:
q Incident Modelling: Allow the security engineer to annotate the 

Incident Model with conditions determining whether logging should 
be performed.

q Logging Instrumentation: Use the incident model with a software 
control flow graph to determine where and what to log logging 
statements should be implemented.

q Logging Generation: Instrument the software system using Aspect 
Oriented Programming to generate logging instructions in 
designated locations.

Future Work


